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ABSTRACT:
Leaks, demolitions, vacancy and ruins. Our City, What Ruins is a double entendre we use to describe the
conditions of urban life at the peak time of our practice. On the one hand, one third of the land lay
vacant, transforming into blight, and targeted for demolition. The city was the world's flagship destination
for wonders of the modern day ruin. We declared the largest federal bankruptcy in the nation's history,
and our democratically elected officials were on their way to prison. It was clear the ruin landscape was an
allegory for a failing system from the top down. On the other hand, Our City, What Ruins willfully drops
the connotations associated with the ruins and the blight that surrounds them, and the bodies who still
call the neighborhoods home.
Our practice was born out of a necessity we saw to fill a void in society; a collectively led spatial justice
practice that was willing to work both nefariously and legally, on the psyche and on the land, on damaged
histories and invented futures.
We advocate for an expanded agency of the architect; especially in landscapes of divestment and
subtraction. This thesis explores spatial and socio economic tactics relating to rebranding of the body,
community wealth building and emancipatory infrastructures in the form of drawings, models, slides,
legal documents, literature, animation, collage and various other materials and documentation from the
time of our practice. All of this presented in the very bureaus we discovered and rescued from a school
tainted for demolition. Just as our practice worked to unravel the failed bureaucracy that helped produce
Our City, we dive into our bureaus to question What Ruins?
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For years, we witnessed the steady divestment,













We felt the urban fabric corrode away with time,
we watched architecture animated,
pf i an wh t a t bo dy.
performing a dance with nature and the body.
I1
Scene 2
On occasion, some would gather to watch and bid the
el--AL
U T'T
buildings farewell as they disappeared in a fiery spectacle of instantaneous reversal.
12
Aniimation Film Still
Other occasions were less glorious
fr~
















As the years progressed,
it became clear we were not the only communities on the losing side of progress.
Ali41
Scene 6
A pattern evolved, and we recognize ourselves across the region.
1
Animation Film Still Foreclosures led to vacancy
Vacancy led to blight
Blight led to subtraction,
to demolition,
to erasure





Our city became a destination for so called "urban explorers" who found awe,
romanticized, fetishized and for some,
Scene 8




Often, these passerbys rendered our city as a zombie wasteland























we wear our ruins like fashion
21
Scene 12
Our practice was born out a necessity and an urgency to fill a void in society; a collectively led
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Around the Neighborhood Site Visit
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Demolition Diptych Object Interior
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Original photographs in "Demolition
Dyptichs" are pulled from anonymous
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Draw what you see
Draw what you don't see
Draw what you'd like to see
Draw what you think about
Draw your reaction
Draw your invention
And In this space....
Write what we need to be
doing, thinking, feeling
about the iliustrated spaces.
Tell us about your vision.
interior Spread
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